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"Reading and Writing" 
Andre Lebugle 
University of North Dakota 
During the first four or five months, 
language students learn a limited num-
ber of words and structures, which 
allows them to write on equally limited 
subjects, usually personal, such as: 
"Describe yourself, your friends and 
relatives, your room, your clothes, 
your weekly activities, etc. What do 
you buy when you go to the stores? 
Imagine a dialogue between two 
c~~ac_ters, etc." This type of compo-
s1t1~m 1s fine during that beginning 
penod, but beyond, it loses its useful-
ness, for the learners tend to recycle 
the same ideas, phrases and construc-
tions which they have been using since 
chapter two. Little improvement or 
learning takes place. 
When the students begin to be capable 
of reading a simple text, preferably a 
s!ory written in a tense they know, it is 
time to resort to a different approach: 
~k them to summarize it in class, pro-
vided they do not cut it down exces-
sively. With this exercise the learners 
Have students summarize a 
story in class, provided that 
they do not cut it down ex-
cessively. 
enjoy reading a complete story, and the 
quality of their writing suddenly rises 
significantly. They correctly use con-
structions which they have not yet 
~tudied, and their vocabulary noticeably 
mcreases beyond the narrow limits of 
the textbook. 
Imi~ation is the key to all language 
learrnng - one should not forget this. 
A_student who is attempting to learn 
without repetition and imitation ends 
up inventing the language he is sup-
posed to learn and will doubtfully 
re~ch a commendable level of pro-
ficiency. We have all witnessed this 
particular brand of "creativity" when 
correcting compositions. 
Imitation is the key to all 
language learning - one should 
not forget this. A student who 
is attempting to learn without 
repetition and imitation ends 
up inventing the language he 
is supposed to learn ... 
The question is: Where do we find 
te~ts written in a language equal to or 
shghtly above the ability of elementary-
level students? Not in literature! It is 
mostly beyond .their reach. As for the 
dialogues in the textbooks, they are 
narrow in scope, often plotless and 
dull, and the cultural readings are won-
derful if you suffer from insomnia. 
• 
The so-called graded readers are 
generally too timidly adapted, too long, 
and barely easier than the original 
literary texts. What is needed is a story 
with a simple plot, that can be read 
over a maximum of two class periods. 
If no suitable text is found, I suggest 
that language teachers use their cre-
ativity, which they certainly do not 
lack. Take and interesting short story 
from any source ( even a movie) and 
rewrite it in a simple manner without 
exceeding a page. The children's sec-
tions in libraries are full of "retold" 
stories whose basic plots were bor-
rowed from famous authors. Fantasy 
and humor are always in favor among 
students. I have never seen one who 
did not enjoy a story like Le Passe-
muraille by Marcel Ayme or The 
Emperor's New Clothes by Hans 
Christian Andersen. 
Take an interesting story from 
any source ( even a movie) and 
rewrite it in a simple manner 
without exceeding a page. 
Sometimes folk tales are short enough 
and require little pruning: the tenses 
may need to be changed and some 
structures simplified. The present tense 
will do beautifully until the students 
know other tenses. Season your cre-
ation with some comprehension ques-
tions and vocabulary, and your are 
ready to serve! 
When the students have read and 
understood the text as well as an-
swered the questions, ask them to write 
a summary of it in class, one or two 
days later, without any help other than 
their memory - not a demanding task 
since an interesting plot is easy to 
remember. This is very beneficial ac-
tivity can be carried out with some 
variations: the person of the narration 
may be changed; the story can be told 
as a dialogue or without any dialogue; 
the story may be continued, etc. 
I have never seen a student 
who did not enjoy a story like 
Le passe-muraille by Marcel 
Ayme or The Emperor's New 
Clothes by Hans Christian 
Andersen. 
After two years of a language, stu-
dents can and should read the original 
stories, although their writing abilities 
certainly cannot match the style of the 
authors. They undeniably learn more 
than vocabulary and are capable of 
summarizing what they have read, but 
the absence of suitable stylistic models 
continues to be a problem. This is why 
I think that modem plays, whose lan-
guage is definitely simpler than that 
of novels, are very useful at that level 
and provide a sound starting-point for 
the beginning literature reader. 
After two years of language, 
modern plays, whose language 
is definitely simpler than that 
of novels, are very useful and 
provide a sound starting-point 
for the beginning literature 
reader. 
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